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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates generally to a conductor cleaning system, and more particularly to a system for
cleaning aluminum strands of all aluminum and steel reinforced conductors, such as ACSS, ACSR, ACAR, and AAA.
[0002] In current power transmission systems, failures can pose a significant risk to the reliability of the system. There
are several factors that contribute to these failures - one such factor is the failure of compression connectors.
[0003] Current data suggests that a primary root cause for failures in compression connectors is improper installation.
Examples of improper installation include lack of compound, alignment, wrong die, and poor cleaning of the aluminum
strands of the conductor prior to installation of compression connectors. Research indicates that corrosion products and
other contaminants (resulting from years of exposure to the environment) left on the conductors during splice assembly
can raise the resistance of the splice-conductor joint. Cyclical variations of load current feeding through the increased
resistance of the splice-conductor joint causes thermal expansion/contraction that eventually reduces the grip of the
splice to a point where it can no longer hold the conductor.
[0004] Currently, compression connector installers clean the aluminum strands with a wire brush, which results in
ineffective cleaning of the strands, leaving corrosion products and other contaminants behind. Further, the installer
cannot clean internal strands using the wire brush unless the installer takes the time to unstrand the conductor. Unfor-
tunately, unstranding is impractical in most field conditions and can increase the risk of damage to the individual strands.
[0005] DE 32 40 467 discloses the individual or bundled cores of a core bundle of an electrical cable are degreased
in that the outer cable jacket of the cable is initially removed and the complete core bundle is immersed, corresponding
to the core length to be degreased, into a grease-dissolving fluid bath to which an ultrasound vibration is applied. The
cores of the core bundle, which have been degreased in this manner, are removed from the bath and the residue of the
degreasing fluid is wiped off. The tub containing the grease-dissolving fluid bath is completely surrounded by a plastic
tub which can be covered with a cover.
[0006] US 3 291 458 discloses a vibratory article washer.
[0007] GB 548 960 discloses a method of degreasing or cleaning rigid articles immersed in a liquid, by subjecting the
article whilst so immersed to super-sonic vibrations transmitted through the liquid.
[0008] Accordingly, there is a need for a conductor cleaning system that can effectively clean both outer and inner
strands of a conductor without the need to unstrand the conductor.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] These and other shortcomings of the prior art are addressed by the present invention, which provides a conductor
cleaning system capable of cleaning external and internal strands of a conductor without unstranding the conductor.
[0010] According to one aspect of the present invention, a conductor cleaning system, comprising: (a) a container
adapted to contain a cleaning solution and receive a portion of a conductor to be cleaned; (b) a housing adapted to
receive and support the container; and (c)a control system contained in the housing, the control system having a motor
and a vibrator to impart vibrations into the container such that the cleaning solution is agitated; characterised in that: the
system further includes a baffle positioned in an end of the container such that a conductor is inserted therethrough into
the container for cleaning, the baffle being adapted to prevent splashes during a cleaning cycle.
[0011] Further features of the present invention are set out in the appended claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] The subject matter that is regarded as the invention may be best understood by reference to the following
description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawing figures in which:
[0013] Figure 1 is a perspective view of a conductor cleaning system according to an embodiment of the invention;
[0014] Figure 2 shows a vibrator housing of the conductor cleaning system of Figure 1;
[0015] Figure 3 shows an eccentric weight for use in a vibrator of the conductor cleaning system of Figure 1;
[0016] Figure 4 shows a battery and receptacle for the conductor cleaning system of Figure 1;
[0017] Figure 5 shows a control panel for the conductor cleaning system of Figure 1;
[0018] Figure 6 shows the conductor cleaning system of Figure 1 being carried;
[0019] Figure 7 shows the conductor cleaning system of Figure 1 in use;
[0020] Figures 8 - 10 show the conductor cleaning system of Figure 1 supported in an upright position by supports;
[0021] Figure 11 shows the conductor cleaning system of Figure 1 fitted with bipods;
[0022] Figure 12 shows a tri-pod for supporting the conductor cleaning system of Figure 1; and
[0023] Figure 13 is a perspective view of a conductor cleaning system according to an embodiment of the invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0024] Referring to the drawings, an exemplary conductor cleaning system according to the present invention is
illustrated in Figure 1 and shown generally at reference numeral 10. The system 10 includes a container, such as tube
11 operably connected to a vibrator 12, Figure 2, contained in a vibrator housing 13, and a control panel 14 for controlling
the system 10. The container 11 may be disposable or permanently attached to the system 10.
[0025] The vibrator housing 13 is adapted to receive and support the container 11, and includes an attachment rail
16 to allow the system 10 to be attached to a support for easy operation or to allow a user to easily carry the system 10.
Other attachments such as a hook-type attachment may also be used to attach the system 10 to a bucket of a bucket
truck or other suitable support. A standing base 17 is disposed at one end of the housing 13 to allow the system 10 to
be positioned in a stand-up position such that the tube 11 is in a vertical position. The base 17 may be adapted to accept
supports to further stabilize the system 10 in the vertical position, as shown in Figures 8-10. Guide straps 18 and 19 are
attached to opposing ends 20 and 21 of the housing 13 to provide guides and supports for the tube 11, and a retaining
strap 22 is positioned between the guide straps 18 and 19 to lock the tube 11 into position. A support 23 is also positioned
on a bottom of the housing 13 to further position and lock the tube 11 into position. As shown, the support 23 is V-shaped;
however, any suitable geometry may be used to position and lock the tube 11 in position.
[0026] As shown in Figure 2, the vibrator housing 13 includes a control system 30 having an electric motor 31, a timer
circuit 32, a voltage regulator 33, and the vibrator 12. The vibrator 12 includes an eccentric weight 15, like that shown
in Figure 3, to emit vibrations into the tube 11, thereby agitating a cleaning solution contained therein. Together, the
motor 31 and vibrator 12 cause the system 10 to vibrate at a specified rate by spinning the eccentric weight 15 at a
desired speed. It should be appreciated that the speed of the motor 31 and size of the eccentric weight 15 may be
changed to optimize the conductor cleaning efficiency.
[0027] Referring to Figure 4, the system 10 is powered by a battery 36. The battery 36 is contained in a battery
receptacle 37 of the base 17. The battery 36 may be replaceable or rechargeable and allows the system 10 to be portable
for conductor cleaning both at ground level and at elevated levels.
[0028] As illustrated in Figure 5, the control panel 14 is electrically connected to the control system 30 and includes
a power switch 38, a timer 39, a start button 40, and a buzzer 41. The power switch 38 turns the system 10 on to a ready
state so that the system 10 is ready to clean a conductor. The timer 39 allows a user to choose how long the cleaning
process is going to last. The amount of time chosen is dependent on the level of contaminants and corrosion products
on the surface of the conductor, temperatures, and other factors. The start button 40 turns the cleaning process on when
depressed, and the buzzer 41 lets a user know when the cleaning process has ended.
[0029] The cleaning solution is contained in the tube 11 to allow an end of a conductor to be cleaned properly while
reducing spills and splashes. The cleaning solution is designed and optimized to permit cleaning of aluminum strands
of conductors without unstranding the conductor. Namely, the cleaning solution is designed to permit internal and external
cleaning of aluminum strands of the conductor without reacting and damaging the galvanization of galvanized steel
strands; to not react with or degrade aluminum strands after the cleaning process is complete; to clean over a wide
range of temperatures; to not react with inhibitor compounds used in compression connector installation; and to be
environmentally acceptable.
[0030] The cleaning solution uses a caustic solution of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) as a cleaning agent due to the tri-
hydrated oxide of aluminum found in corrosion products being soluble in this type of solution. The caustic level of the
solution is equal to, or less than, that of standard household cleaners. A low concentration of sodium fluoride (NaF)
enhances the solubility of the aluminum oxides and reduces the time needed to complete the cleaning. The predominant
reactions occurring during cleaning are as follows:

Al2O3 + 2NaOH ⇔ 2NaAlO2 +H2O

2Al + 2NaOH +2H2O → 2NaAlO3 + 3H2.

The reaction products are essentially stable and do not react with Al and the corrosion layer Al2O3. Only NaOH chemically
attacks both Al and Al2O3. Examples of cleaning solutions are shown in the Table below.

Solution Caustic Level

No. Composition

1 NaOH + H2O High

2 NaOH + NaPO4•2H2O + NaF + H2O Medium
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[0031] In testing, all of the above solutions provided good to excellent cleaning results. For example, in one test, a
cleaning solution having a low level of causticity and relatively simple composition was chosen. The cleaning solution
had the following concentrations:

Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) = 20g

Sodium Fluoride (NaF) = 15g

Water (H2O) = 1L.

It should be appreciated that other concentrations could be used depending on the application. The chemicals were
mixed in the water until completely dissolved. It was determined that the level of cleaning and the time to achieve that
level were dependent on the solution temperature and the amount of agitation provided to the solution by the vibrator
12. This can be seen in the table below.

It should be appreciated that other forms of agitation may be used, such as ultrasonic.
[0032] In use, the tube 11 is inserted through the guide straps 18 and 19 of the vibrator housing 13 and secured in
position by the retaining strap 22 and support 23. As discussed, the tube 11 may be disposable or permanently attached
to the system 10. In the case of a disposable tube, the tube 11 may be pre-filled with the cleaning solution and a plug
42 would be inserted into an end of the tube 11 to prevent spilling of the solution. The tube would then be attached to
the system 10 and carried, as shown in Figure 6, to the conductor cleaning site. After use, the tube 11 would be removed
from the system 10 and the tube and cleaning solution would be properly disposed of.
[0033] In the case of a permanent tube, the tube 11 would be attached to the system 10 and carried to the conductor
cleaning site. The cleaning solution could be poured into the tube 11 and sealed therein by the plug 42 prior to delivery
to the cleaning site, could be delivered to the site in another container and then poured into the tube at the site, or could
be in powder form which would be mixed with water at the site.
[0034] Referring to Figure 7, once at the conductor cleaning site, a conductor 43 is inserted into the tube 11 so that
the cleaning solution contained therein may clean the strands of the conductor 43. A baffle 44 may be inserted into the
end of the tube 11 to prevent splashing during the cleaning process. With the conductor 43 positioned in the cleaning
solution, the power switch 38 is moved to the on position and the timer 39 is moved to a desired time limit. The duration
of vibration is determined by the user depending on the present temperature and the amount of deposits on the conductor
surfaces. The start button 40 is then depressed and the motor rotates the eccentric weight 15 of the vibrator 12, thereby
causing vibrations to agitate the cleaning solution to ensure that internal and external strands of the conductor are cleaned.
[0035] As discussed, during the cleaning cycle of the conductor, the system 10 may be supported in various ways to
relieve the burden, on the user, of supporting the system 10. For example, if the system is to be supported in a vertical
position, supports may be attached to the base 17, Figures 8-10. As shown in Figure 8, legs 46 are directly attached to
the base 17. Legs 46 may be secured to the base 17 using fasteners. As illustrated in Figure 9, removable legs 47 are
secured to the base 17 by pins 48. This allows the legs 47 to be removed when supporting the system 10 in a vertical

(continued)

Solution Caustic Level

No. Composition

3 NaOH + NaPOa•12H2O + NaF + H2O Medium-Low

4 NaOH + NaF + H2O Low

Cleaning Effectiveness Rated 0 to 5 with 5 Being the Best

With Agitation Without Agitation

Temperature (C) 1 Min 2.5 Min 5 Min 1 Min 2.5 Min 5 Min

0 3 4 4 1 1 2

25 4 5 5 2 3 5

50 5 5 5 5 5 5

70 5 5 5 5 5 5
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position is not necessary. As shown in Figure 10, foldable legs 50 are secured to the base 17 by supports 49 which
allow the legs 50 to pivot between a use position and a non-use position about pin 51.
[0036] Other support methods may also be employed. For example, in Figure 11, a bi-pod having legs 53 and 54 may
be attached to strap 18. The legs 53 and 54 may be moved between a use position and a non-use position to allow the
system 10 to be supported in a non-vertical position. As shown in Figure 12, a tri-pod 60 may also be used to support
the system 10. As shown, the tri-pod 60 includes adjustable legs 61, 62, and 63 to allow for adjustment on uneven
surfaces. The system 10 is then hung from the tri-pod 60 using the attachment rail 16.
[0037] Referring to Figure 13, a conductor cleaning system 110 is shown. Like system 10, system 110 includes a
container 111 operably connected to a vibrator contained in a vibrator housing 113, a control panel 114, an attachment
rail 116, a base 117, and retaining straps 118, 119, and 122. Unlike system 10, the container 111 of system 110 is a
trough-like container to allow cleaning of a conductor 143 at a point intermediary of opposing ends of the conductor 143
without cutting. This allows the conductor 143 to be cleaned at locations where compression fittings, such as repair
sleeves and T-connections, are being installed along the conductor 143.
[0038] In use, the container 111 is positioned at a point along the conductor 143 where cleaning is desired and moved
into engagement with the conductor 143. Seals 160 and 161 permit the conductor 143 to be pressed into the container
111 until the conductor 143 is immersed in the cleaning solution. The seals 160 and 161 prevent the cleaning solution
from leaking between the container 111 and the conductor 143.
[0039] The foregoing has described a conductor cleaning system. While specific embodiments of the present invention
have been described, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications thereto can be made without
departing from the scope of the invention. Accordingly, the foregoing description of the preferred embodiment of the
invention and the best mode for practicing the invention are provided for the purpose of illustration only and not for the
purpose of limitation.

Claims

1. A conductor cleaning system (10, 110), comprising:

(a) a container (11, 111) adapted to contain a cleaning solution and receive a portion of a conductor (43, 143)
to be cleaned;
(b) a housing (13, 113) adapted to receive and support the container (11, 111); and
(c) a control system (30) contained in the housing (13, 113), the control system (30) having a motor (31) and a
vibrator (12) to impart vibrations into the container (11, 111) such that the cleaning solution is agitated;

characterised in that:

the system further includes a baffle (44) positioned in an end of the container (11, 111) such that a conductor
(43, 143) is inserted therethrough into the container (11, 111) for cleaning, the baffle (44) being adapted to
prevent splashes during a cleaning cycle.

2. The conductor cleaning system (10, 110) according to claim 1, further including a control panel (14) electrically
connected to the control system (30) and adapted to control the conductor cleaning system (10, 110).

3. The conductor cleaning system (10, 110) according to claim 2, wherein the control panel (14) includes a power
switch (38), a timer (39), and a start button (40).

4. The conductor cleaning system (10, 110) according to claim 1, wherein the control system (30) further includes a
voltage regulator (33) and a timer circuit (32).

5. The conductor cleaning system (10, 110) according to claim 1, wherein the vibrator (12) includes an eccentric weight
(15) adapted to be spun by the motor (31) at a specified rate.

6. The conductor cleaning system (10, 110) according to claim 1, wherein the housing (13, 113) includes an attachment
rail (16, 116) adapted to allow the conductor cleaning system (10, 110) to be attached to a support or carried by a user.

7. The conductor cleaning system (10, 110) according to claim 1, wherein the container (111) is a trough and trough
includes seals (160, 161) disposed at opposing ends of the trough to prevent the cleaning solution from leaking
between the conductor (143) being cleaned and the trough.
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8. The conductor cleaning system (10, 110) according to claim 1, further including a plug (42) adapted to be inserted
into an end of the container (11, 111) to prevent the cleaning solution from exiting the container (11, 111) during
transport of the conductor cleaning system (10, 110).

9. The conductor cleaning system (10, 110) according to claim 1, wherein the cleaning solution is a caustic solution
containing NaOH.

Patentansprüche

1. Leiterreinigungssystem (10, 110) mit:

(a) einem Behälter (11, 111), der geeignet ist, eine Reinigungslösung zu enthalten und einen Abschnitt eines
zu reinigenden Leiters (43, 143) aufzunehmen,
(b) einem Gehäuse (13, 113), das geeignet ist, den Behälter (11, 111) aufzunehmen und zu stützen, und
(c) einem im Gehäuse (13, 113) enthaltenen Steuersystem (30), das einen Motor (31) und Vibrator (12) hat,
um das Innere des Behälters (11, 111) in Vibration zu versetzen, so dass die Reinigungslösung bewegt wird,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das System ferner einen Prallteller (44) aufweist, der so in einem Ende des Behälters (11, 111) positioniert ist, dass
ein Leiter (43, 143) zum Reinigen durch ihn hindurch in den Behälter (11, 111) eingeführt wird, wobei der Prallteller
(44) geeignet ist, Spritzer während eines Reinigungszyklus zu verhindern.

2. Leiterreinigungssystem (10, 110) nach Anspruch 1, ferner mit einem Bedienfeld (14), das elektrisch mit dem Steu-
ersystem (30) verbunden und geeignet ist, das Leiterreinigungssystem (10, 110) zu steuern.

3. Leiterreinigungssystem (10, 110) nach Anspruch 2, wobei das Bedienfeld (14) einen Netzschalter (38), einen Zeit-
geber (39) und einen Startknopf (40) aufweist.

4. Leiterreinigungssystem (10, 110) nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Steuersystem (30) ferner einen Spannungsregler
(33) und eine Zeitgeberschaltung (32) aufweist.

5. Leiterreinigungssystem (10, 110) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Vibrator (12) ein exzentrisches Gewicht (15) aufweist,
das geeignet ist, vom Motor (31) mit einer bestimmten Geschwindigkeit geschleudert zu werden.

6. Leiterreinigungssystem (10, 110) nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Gehäuse (13, 113) eine Anbringschiene (16, 116)
aufweist, die dazu geeignet ist, dass das Leiterreinigungssystem (10, 110) an einer Stütze angebracht oder von
einem Benutzer getragen werden kann.

7. Leiterreinigungssystem (10, 110) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Behälter (111) ein Trog ist, der Dichtungen (160, 161)
aufweist, die an gegenüberliegenden Enden des Trogs angeordnet sind, um zu verhindern, dass die Reinigungs-
lösung zwischen dem Leiter (143), der gereinigt wird, und dem Trog ausläuft.

8. Leiterreinigungssystem (10, 110) nach Anspruch 1, ferner mit einem Stopfen (42), der geeignet ist, in ein Ende des
Behälters (11, 111) eingeführt zu werden, um zu verhindern, dass die Reinigungslösung während eines Transports
des Leiterreinigungssystems (10, 110) aus dem Behälter (11, 111) austritt.

9. Leiterreinigungssystem (10, 110) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Reinigungslösung eine NaOH enthaltende Lauge ist.

Revendications

1. Système de nettoyage de conducteur (10, 110), comprenant :

(a) un récipient (11, 111) conçu pour contenir une solution de nettoyage et recevoir une partie d’un conducteur
(43, 143) à nettoyer ;
(b) un boîtier (13, 113) conçu pour recevoir et supporter le récipient (11, 111) ; et
(c) un système de commande (30) contenu dans le boîtier (13, 113), le système de commande (30) ayant un
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moteur (31) et un vibrateur (12) destiné à conférer des vibrations au récipient (11, 111) de manière à agiter la
solution de nettoyage ;

caractérisé en ce qui :

le système comprend en outre une chicane (44) positionnée à une extrémité du récipient (11, 111) de manière
à ce qu’un conducteur (43, 143) soit inséré à travers celle-ci et dans le récipient (11, 111) pour son nettoyage,
la chicane (44) étant conçue pour éviter les projections pendant un cycle de nettoyage.

2. Système de nettoyage de conducteur (10, 110) selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre un panneau de
commande (14) électriquement connecté au système de commande (30) et conçu pour commander le système de
nettoyage de conducteur (10, 110).

3. Système de nettoyage de conducteur (10, 110) selon la revendication 2, dans lequel le panneau de commande
(14) comprend un commutateur de mise sous tension (38), un temporisateur (39) et un bouton de mise en marche
(40).

4. Système de nettoyage de conducteur (10, 110) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le système de commande (30)
comprend en outre un régulateur de tension (33) et un circuit temporisateur (32).

5. Système de nettoyage de conducteur (10, 110), selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le vibrateur (12) comprend
un poids excentrique (15) conçu pour être entraîné en rotation par le moteur (31) à une vitesse spécifiée.

6. Système de nettoyage de conducteur (10, 110), selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le boîtier (13, 113) comprend
un rail de fixation (16, 116) conçu pour permettre la fixation du système de nettoyage de conducteur (10, 110) à un
support ou pour qu’il soit porté par un utilisateur.

7. Système de nettoyage de conducteur (10, 110), selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le récipient (111) est une
rigole et dans lequel la rigole comprend des joints d’étanchéité (160, 161) disposés à des extrémités opposées de
la rigole pour empêcher toute fuite de solution de nettoyage entre le conducteur (143) en cours de nettoyage et la
rigole.

8. Système de nettoyage de conducteur (10, 110), selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre un bouchon (42)
conçu pour être inséré dans une extrémité du récipient (11, 111) pour empêcher la solution de nettoyage de sortir
du récipient (11, 111) pendant le transport du système de nettoyage de conducteur (10, 110).

9. Système de nettoyage de conducteur (10, 110), selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la solution de nettoyage est
une solution caustique contenant du NaOH.
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